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Projected Round: 1

DORIAN JOHNSON
PITT
Height: 6‘5“
40 yd Dash: 5.27

-

Weight: 300

Arms: 35.25”

Combine:
3 Cone: 8.39
20 yd Shuttle: 5.09

Pros:
Big bodied, power blocker
Pull well and moves well in space
Good feet, incredibly long arms and big hands
Wins leverage battle, keeps pads low
Keep feet and base
Good pass protector, sets pocket depth
Adept at finding players on second level
Aware player with head on swivel
Good body composition, strong legs

Vert: 30”

Cons:
- A bit stiff in movement but not bad
- Good but not great at most things
- Leans a bit too much in pass protection
- Can be aggressive, open to swim move
- Lacks top end speed and agility

Summary: Dorian Johnson is a three-year starter at Pitt and the first Pitt offensive lineman to start a
game as a true freshman since 2006 (Joe Thomas). Johnson was named to the first-team All-ACC this
year after leading the Pitt offensive attack that was one of the most prolific in recent years. Johnson has
the prototype mold for a left guard, with great size and good athleticism and incredibly long arms. He
looks comfortable and natural pulling, as well as blocking in man and zone schemes. Johnson is a
powerful run blocker with tremendous upside. He’s strong and plays with great technique in all phases
of his game. The one knock on him is that he’s a bit too aggressive in pass protection at times and will
lunge at defenders on occasion. He also sometimes slows his feet in pass protection if he isn’t
threatened immediately. Despite this he is a very aware, intelligent player and it’s hard to catch him
unprepared. Johnson does a superb job finding blockers on the second level and he has enough speed to
get out in front of plays and make a difference. He’s a plug and play starter from day one and will
upgrade the interior of any offensive line immediately. His pass blocking may need time to mature but
he’s a ready-made starter with pro-bowl potential. Worth a low first round grade based on film.

